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"SALLY, IRENE AND MARY" WITH ALICE FAYE, TONY MARTIN AND JIMMY DURANTE FULTON THEATRE SUN.-MON.-TUESDAY
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Your Farm And Home Papvt- - -Superior Coverage

$10,000 FIRE STRIKES TAXPAYERS AND CITY
HICKMAN WEDNESDAY SUED BY BOND HOLDER

TV it Leader

Of MeKenzie falktd Before C. of C.

"CHRISTIANITY" WAS
PREACHED SUNDAY

(;lerin King, mayor of McKciol.
Term., and one of Weal Tennessee
of I ai. ....
Chri
was
uult 1,..
about I rilthlantImg Waders for TVA, spoke
rJoia I,cloogoig to Joe
—idea. al, ha opei,iii
T. M. /•atrinkliti, l''cal eo.a. lead-, '1111.
the subject chosen by Itrv E. H.
News $3300 Semi-Weekly Salary r told the arganialition of the irn- I Itogera was (hoovered in flumes 71) propeity owners in the first dig-, Manday ought before the Chamber Ladd tub the Clitnis•rland Preabyf•fallanfili More live wires pnrfance of selling Fulton as ii about 3:00 a rn. Wednesday, March tract of Fulton who are delinquent . •,r Commerce here. He WWI intro- ter,an church Sunday. -Let the redos
Thai a !lie honest truth. oaamiliiiiv to tlit• surrounding ter- 1 23 hy Dr. and Mrs. G A. Nevitt. The in payment of street indebtedness, i duced by J. 0. Lewis, and brought deemed of the Lord toy so."
In this language
Introductory
Votes in so far would not Justify 1.11.,ry, and urged that a publicita building arid crintents were a com- and also agitinst the rats ot Foil ton haw,. by invitation from the Young
Me Psalmist makes a plea for deone of the old-tima piano, sewing progiam he inaugurated to tell the plete loan, with the damage aisle for approximately $6.0100. %Ouch is Business Men's Club.
monstrative Christianity
U any
to repreaerit tlu• differmachine and ring campaigns.
•
, whit, has nd
man has %hereof ha. can spavot that
M
peaple about Fu (tin, as a marketing muted at $10,000. The fire was estimated
ence between the valnatian of there, haustive study of TVA In regard to moo,, is a Christian. He is related to
What ate you doing to insure center for livestock, grain, produce partially covered by insurance.
youit,cli of one of th.. really 1310 and poultry, and as a leading rentMrc. Chas. E. Covington, whose properties and the amount due for obtaining it for Ms own community, the best and moat permanent tealtali in this life arid in that which is
marriage was recently announced, street bond indelatainias. The orig- outlined in brief words just what to
prizes in the distribution? Ari• you er.
come.
inal issue for street tainds an this I war: needed to 'Main it fur Fulton.
doing YOUR part --or are you sitIle pointed out that citizens of was given a miscellaneous sarprise
JUSUS was a great teacher. From
of
and
district
totaled
$40,683.10,
friends
your
hoping
tug back and
Ile expressed the opinion that when his matchless lips fell the words,
Fulton have become so accustomed shower at her home on Jackaorast.
this amount all but $11.000 has been TVA lines reach Martin, Fulton will that have pierced the souls of men
da it all? Up to now the Maj- It, the merits of the community, that Wednesday nights March 16.
spoke of
Is stated.
it
paid,
candimost
that
votes
An automobile accident occurred
ority of the
be next in line for a hnok up. He throughout the ages. He
they have not only failed to take
Ed Gardner, financier, of May- pointed out that at McKenzie TVA His origin, mission, crucifixion, redates have received have been cast stock themselves but have not been Saturday night about seven o'clock.
left, of
He
home
the
of
surrection,
by subscribers who have been com- vigilant enough in telling the sur- when a car driven by Felton Vaughn field, who holda the bonds. has power would bring a saving of ap- tia. Horne He would return to; with
the
of
to
suit
sale
force
brought
regular
the
in
the
office
ing Iran
earnestness and zeal did He
proximately $15,000 annually.
paneling territniy of WI/I itiwluile eiashed into another occupied by
the record is: "Arid it
Course 1 business, paying up their features of the city.
Mr. anti Mrs. Jess Johnson, Mr. and property of these individuals in
Steve Wiley, city attorney, then speak that
of
remainder
tii
to pass when Jesus had end
came
the
order
collect
casting
and
News subscriptions
Him talk was well directed and to Mrs. Joe Thomas Johnson and Joe
spoke briefly on the legal techni- ad t1112111. sayings the people were
the street bond indebtedress in the
their lade to the credit of some one the point, and expressed many Pirtle.
calities in obtaining TVA in Ken- astonished at His doctrine. for He
first district of the city of Fulton.
of the nominees. This should not pertinent features that go to make
While enroute home from Clintucky. It was generally felt that taught them as one havinfi authorthe
of
value
be the case when the
Fulton tine of the outstanding cities ton Saturday night around riud•
after the discussion Monday night ity and not as he scribes.
candiEvery
Jesus talked about those things
prizes are considered
of this section. The advertising night, the car of Mr. and Mrs. Luby Casey Jones Banquet To
that considerable headway had been
nearest and dearest to His heart—
date should be doing his or her committee will follow up his sug- Roper arid party ran into a parked
Be Held At Cayce School made in plena for securing TVA things of spiritual importance. Those
utmost towards making THEIR prize gestions and arrange a poigrarn that car on the highway, occupant, ,if
were impressed
power in Fulton.
that heard him
as big as possible. If your friends will educate the people of this vi- the other car unknown. The Roper
with the truth of his scripture.
Th., banquet, which has been
part,
Out of abundance of the heart the
see that you are doing your
cinity on the subject, "What Makes car was a total wreck, but no one planned by the people of Cayce,
Police Of Twin-Cities
mouth apeaketh." We sometimes
they will jump in and help you A Good Community."
in lionar of Casey Jones, famed
was seriously injured.
the reason for such little
think
Busy Over Week-End
pile up a winning total; if however,
C. M. Walls, local manager of Illinois Central engineer, who was
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"Buy In Fulton" Is
The police department of both , but little in the heart, and hence
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lawing a &vision to centralize their ago, will be held at the Cayce high
Program
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Keystone
and South Fulton were. are able to say but little. "We can
to do it all, they will throw their
effice records and thereby simplify school auditorium Friday night, Fulton
busy over the past week end. At! but speak the things we have seen
supra,:t elsewhere. It's up to you
II air accounting. for tax returns April 8.
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have
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station, five persons and heard."
candidates. Do your part and your
Sid Law, I. C. engineer, will be the Fulton
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humming
Ky., and found her children at
Mrs. Paul Cagle and son. Joseph
bas:;. thall team with a banquet at
months now. Old- awaiting her vsith gifts and wishes Lee, of Corinth, Miss., spent Sun- , and costs. Neilly Willis, colored, iedeemel say so.- This demonstrathe Se ience Ilan Friday night. pace for several
was taken into custody charged hveness we owe to ourselves, to othhas been restored, for many more happy birthdays.
- day with Miss LaDonne McClain.
Carlysle Hutchins. coach at Mur- time confidence
ers and to God.
money in circuMr.aand Mrs. C. L. Williams of with breach of peace. fined $5 and
ray. College, will be guest speaker. I and there is more
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. and gratitude multiply by putting
Jack Parker, Billy Williams, Clyde buying more of the comforts
carnations. The table was draped ents, Mr. and Mrs. Virgil King.
in words what he feels in his heart.
Sneddon Douglas of Memphis was fined 55 and costs.
Thomas, necessities of life. Old time obli- with a lace cloth. the centerpiece
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Douglas on Fourth-st.
Almus Thomas Nanney. Coachella and improvements long neglected
came
was
scheme
Easter
The
the
henefit to others who are struggling
Mr. and Mrs George Pickering
Jack Carter and Uel Killebrew. are being made. These are
with similar difficulties.
better out with favors and napkins
and family and Mr. and Mrs. WaltFulton High School will enter
Edwin Gunter. Robert Alexander, things that are making times
The glory of God is our chief end,
Children—
were:
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Those
er Garner of Mayfield spent Sun- interscholastic contests at Murray and it is our privilege as well as our
Yea eli Harrison. Supt. J. 0. Lewis in this community."
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stafford, Mem- thly with Mrs. J. V. Alvy.
this
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page
inside
an
to
Turn
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starting
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Saturday.
Dr.
and
Friday
Holland,
duty "To show forth the praises of
Laeranie
and read the phis; Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Newton,
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Speight and ten o'clock. The following num- him who has brought us from darkes and some forty members of the edition of The News,
NewGeorge
Mrs.
Fulton; Mr. and
Dick Mulford spent the week end bers and participants will compete: ness into light.
lob will be present. A quar- full page messages to the people sf
There are many ways by which we
ton. State Line; Mr. and Mrs. in Mt. Vernon. Ill
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Vocal solo, Kathleen
tet ti n, Milton colored school will this vicinity, from the following
can demonstrate our belief and Joy
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Mr.
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Norris
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Misses
GoldMaurine Ketchum and Bobby
fu FIll. L the musical program.
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000 mode further study of TVA.
Reading, Myrtle Hinkley.
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REA Wiring Project
Herman Freeman, student at
Lynn Phipps presided over the ton Wall Paper & Office Supply
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J
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Fulton
Electric.
Co.
Bennett
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Lambuth College in Jackson. spent Koelling, Bobby Snow. Dane Lovemeeting. A representative of an
nie B., of Memphis; Miss Sarah the week end with his mother, Mrs.
engineering film gave estimates on Co., Mateo Theatres, Jones Auto
Binkley.
Myrtle
lace.
Nancy Rainey, Dallas. Tex.; Mr. and J. V. Freeman on Edding-st.
costs for a distribution system. Re- Parts Co.. Coca-Cola Bottling Co..
Quartet, Mickey McGee Kathleen ' The REA legal division has forWill Houten of Hickman.
Thomas Howard of Evansville, Winter, Gerald Stockdale and Dane - warded Edmund Wroe of Clinton,
ports were made by Vernon Owen, Westerr, Auto Associate Store. L. Mrs.
the project attorney for the HickJohnson I Kasnow, Bake-ides, The Leader
Ind., was a week end visitor in Lovelace.
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TVA chairman
Electric
Fulton.
dance chairman, and the club will Store. Atkins Insurance Agency, JOHN T. MURDOCK, 87,
Band and Girls Glee Club—with man-Fulton Counties Rural
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Corporation. a wiring loan contract.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Howard, Mr about 40 members each.
sponsor a dance in May: Belies Edwards Food Store, City National
MONDAY AFTERNOON and Mrs. Raymond Gambill and
When this contract has been exePigue and Billy Blackstone report- Bank, Walker Cleaners, Andrews
Jewelry Store, Hill's Beauty Shop,
cuted by the borrower and signed
Misses Jean Underwood and Miled an the Scouting program.
Exchange Furniture Co.. PierceJohn Thomas Murdock. 87 years dred Browder spent Sunday in Paby the Administrator there will be
Cequin Lumber Co., Auto Sales Co., of age. died at the home of his ducah.
, an agreement between the GovernDEATHS
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Grant & Co.. and Smith's
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ment to lend and the cooperative to
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first
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noon. Last rites were held at 2:30 ville, Lids and James McDade spent
finance the installations of wiring
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,,'clock Monday afternoon at Lynn- Sunday at Reelfoot Lake.
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Sets Sales Record!
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when
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they
ville. Interment was in the Rhodes
has been set aside for this purpose.
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Durant. Miss., Monday night, while
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a
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Besides his son, he is survived Union City.
thur. His death came suddenly from , agency. ciimposed of Bailey HudFULTON DEBATING TEAMS
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Jeffries and some of the pupils are well and
heatt ailment. Funeral services dleston. James Willingham and M. - by seven grand children: Mrs. Ruble
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! Central's debating team came to
beak funeral home with interment heae last December. During a per- Fulton; Mrs. Malcolm Capps, Mrs. Hart.
Beelerton Tuesday to debate with
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Ave
Muriinam
Miss
Doran,
Mr.
and
Roy
Mrs.
spent
Fields
cemetery.
Greenlea
following at
C.ITiton Wednesday.
SCL091 lost
iod of a little mom than three
of Sunday afternoon with Mr. and the local teams. The debates were TI
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He is survived by three sons. mentlis, atotalof 31 new• cars and dock and Buford Murdock.
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Durant.
Koeliing ano H. L. Hardy,
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Mr. Willingham was a native of
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this section having been born in C. P. Church Gets Improvements of Fulton. S,,uth Fulton and Hickman.
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cash prizes as there are activa can- night and Sunday with Williard BOWERS NAMED EXALTED
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prize
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Fulton County December 27. 1865.
New lighting fixtures are being dates are to hp awarded in this district.
RULER OF ELKS CLUB
eatherspoon.
Per a number of years after his installed in the Cumberland PresVotes
Mr. and Mrs. Rs hssd Mobley
marriage to Miss Kate Wright he byterian church, and will be ready
Rose E Griswald, Hickman
702 000 vis:ted in the ho /mos 01 Mr. and
The Fulton Elks Club met in regengaged in farming. but later mov- for use on Sunday. March 27. reMrs. Kathleen Hagan, Fulton
719.000 Mrs. E. Ii. McAlister and Mr. and ular session Monday night, when
ed to Fulton where he entered the' ports Mrs. E. R. Ladd. chairman, of
Mrs. Evelyn Huffman, Fultm
278.000 Mrs. Byron McAlister Sunday af- I the .1nual elect 'n of cancers was
restaurant business. Later he ent- the Ladies' Aid Society. which is
.
Mrs. Lathe Kennon. Fulton
638.000 ternoon.
held, with the following results:
ered the transfer businew, and for oionsoaing the work. Tem GoldMrs. Virginia Workman, Fulton ..
. 712.000. Miss Mildred White visited Miss
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John Bowers, exalted
a number of years operated a taxi smith of the Kentucky Utilities
DISTRICT TWO
Frances Walker Sunday and Sun- Ward Johnson. esteemed leading
here.
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company directed installation, with
knight; E. E. Huffman, esteemed
day night.
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596 000 I Mr. and Mss. Jessie Hicks visited
a
Mrs. Mary Garner, Latham
ley and Mrs. Ira Clapp. both of Lexington, was in Fulton county
0. C. Henn,. Sheriff of Fulton
366,000 i Jasper Bockman Sunday night.
—
Detroit; and one brother Duncan; Monday and met with the fruit Alberteen Harrison. Cayce
County
will he at the City
203.000 i Lowell Weathersporm spent SunMrs. Ruth Lomax. Crutchfield, R.2
Simmons of Orlanda. Fla. Funeral! growers of this section at the Cayce
National Bank In Fulton as
-.....370.000 day with Mr. and Mrs. Dentis Mcservices were held Thursday after- high school building. Many ques- Frances Pillow, Crutchfield, RFD
Wednesday, 'Starch 30, to col384.000 Daniel.
—
Geneva Rue Stennett Crutchfield
noon at Mt Mcriah with Rev. Cayce tions regarding fruit growing and
lect State and County Taw,
Pentecost of Dresden and Rev. Carl spraying were answered following
Ann Tegethoff, Walnut Grove
--..................---... .. 253,000
Mr. and Mrs Russell Bockman
Those who have not paid OKA"
Mr
general discussion
Burnham of Akron in charge. Inter- a
by
315,000 spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Frances Harper, Crutc.hfielid—
taxes should pay now before
ment followed in church cerneterY. Maga
Mrs. Hugo Lenox, Harris..
—
650,000 Ray Pharis.
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in Christ We should feel an active
and gamete interest in all that eon
cellist the good of others. Our
words go fat to express 0111 feelings.
It is nut enough to feel, nor to de
sire, nor the purpoxe We ought to
speak.
Some one has suffered revenues.
Ile may think you feel for him but
a word is neaded to be spoken that
lie may know your feelings toward
him. Sorrows come and our heart,
am broken, friends feel for us wee
"Let
'id gig,
d, hill t not sufficient
Ibis' redeemed of the Lord say so."
There is a consecrated character
with whom you ha k e been privileged to sesociate
That life hart
heen a rich benediction to you. Her
elleuttY- ronversation, real
eoort deeds, and godly life you have
drawn instill:0nm for years. She
hes been your *Fugue! benefactor
I tobehly you owe much to that one
/las, you ever told that one of your
indebtedness!
There are those in the church of
who ate interested in the prosperity of Zion. We owe thrill our
gratitude Ile may be an elder.
deacen. Sunday school superintendent Have you taken rem+ one by
the Mind (Intl said. "I appreciate
tor Christ's sake and for Church's
ake your Imbue of love?"
The Sunday !...listol teacher, deeply Interested in your eteratual welfare. sometime he or she wonders
it pet are responsive to the instrue ,
ri
Tills anxiety may not te• be
Ilf any things you have said.
),Iit hevattse many thanes you have
„r 1„. „i„y E„ int„
,•,.t :,a„t
Hernity with a burdened heart beruse you have neglected to "say
." lift that burden Speak(

harmless am a dove," that 114 no easy
place to (dl. If you appreviate your
minister tell him so.
Our deeds should ilemotietrate ill
faith and emphasize our alleglance
to Christ. Our life should be. on
invasive testimony. walk, converse
lion, gel vice Wu should prove by
ehurell loyalty by faitlifill upend
,,we by slur mandest teal that we
appreciate our redemption arid
magnify our calling "Let the re,114'11,.1 of tht Lord say so,"

1

a
birthday party given in ,.! Water 1'alley sattertioned the
Menai 14 Mester Pert y Arnett of Bible Institute last week A L11/111`PI
Fulton Alonday night
of sermons were gRioi hy the f„I
Claude Owen hue been ill at his lowing visiting permeates's Ifni Tay(ionic this week
tor of Winge, Hrtm Steprens id CuWonder why Raymond Errtich LI 1,,,„k,u„, It,„ I,„wree,eof 1,ynn• 1
so proud of his crop id Modems title
via"?
The Missionary Baptist Church

1

CARD OF THANKS.
Willie we blisylr 1011111A cards to
many of our friends, we ate 1111-1seems of the fate thri 4' art, ninny
who were not addressed, and we
Mrs. Mignon Morrison was owl ! in's. taking this means to try and
appen
night
for
sited on Thunidey
reach ali end express our timers.
dicitts. She is In the Martin Hos thanks to every it,.. who have lit
pilaf and doing nicely.
I any wily, by deed of ammo, flow•
of Bible Union ere, w, re]. of kindiles, or other
The older it
ntitled- eletels, helped to make our burdens
grade 'whited staged a play e------A very lighter in the loss of wife and
He Couldn't Take t."
large crowd was present. The teach- mether. May the God who created
er. Mrs Estelle Pinkerton, directed
all things be kind and bless each of
the plav.
Mr and Mrs Delman Copeland
W LEVI CHISHOLM
are the protsd parents of a six and
AND CHIT DREN
one half pound boy. Mother 1011i
baby are doing fine.
Mrs. Harvey Carney has a nee
washing machine.
Mrs Thelma fete, who IS visitant'
here from Detroit, has given Iii''
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cuts paymenta and prowet
The 1.rd :es' School Club
vides extra cash for curwith Mrs. Virginia Floyd and Mrs.
.ont needs. Call, phone or
Mabel McAlister Tuesday afternoen.
,
:, rito for details.
There were twenty-five members
and four visitors present. Mr •
John flicks and Mrs. Mary Cali:.
me Hose were awarded prizes
INFORPOICATED
Little Ruth Lee is still set...,
%Vest Side Square
Phone ??
Mayfield. K
Little Gem, and Jane Tibbs, Di''
ea Joe 1.mrd and lo Nell Rose at
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LOW PRICES OFFERED,DURING
NATIONAL USED CAR EXCHANGE
CONTINUED
E
PERIOD

-FORD DEALER USED CR PRICES LIS ED BELOW
•

1937 FORD BLACK TUDOR SEDAN,

$550

Low Mileage, Good Tires

1936 TUDOR FORD SEDAN,
VV

1937 FORD BLACK TUDOR SEDAN,

$540 00

Recondit

d Throut.lioui

lo.;6 TI Min FORD SED.1N,

Excellent Condition .

55fl

1937 BLACK FOUR-DOOR SEDAN,
Low Mileage. Good As New

19:'1:51,PLIF;t101.1'll COUPE,

$375.00

Ifrili
lot.,:omi,o, it

S350.00

1936 Cher:rolet,11,1z,T
p'o
i n Chassis and Cab,

Itiotor and Body in Exeellent Corelition

$315.001935 C,ItieBrrride(I,1:z Ton Chassis and Cab.
i,ttor

flfl
$565•vv

1935 FORD TUDOR,
Look, Good

$325.00

1193:?db:09)Tbil,z, TON(WASS'S and C.1/3,

Excellent Condition, With New FORD RADIO

1936 BLACK TUDOR FORD SEDAN,

coc m

1933 FORD TUDOR,

S200.00

11,93T
2 11 .411NODTEL,F'0
32 R
6 DbsT
oiR
uit
e,
'
iv
ebK
e:t

1937 GREY FOUR-DOOR SEDAN,

With trunk, low mileage, good paint job, Ford heater reliefaVV

Good Motor and Paint

ew

$365.00
$325.60
$245.00
$235.00

buy in town $150
.
00

SEE THE NEW 1938 FORDSON TRACTOR NOW ON DISPLAY

AUTO SALES COMPANY
(INCORPORATED)

PHONE IJ

Sales FORD Serrice

11111•11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.111
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Now Is The Time To Use
TA Little HORSE SENSE
GOOD TIMES ARE HERE AGAIN -BUY NOW AND HELP TO MAKE THEM BETTER!
•

Buy now and lay away the things you know you are going

Unless all signs fail, this country is in for the heaviest Spring
and Winter buying since 1929. In many ways this section is

to need. Build, repair your home and property. We urge you,

fortunate in comparison Nith some other sections of the coun-

likewise, to make local conditions still better BY BUYING

try.

WHATEVER YOU NEED RIGHT HERE AT HOME. You

There is a sensible way to invest whatever comes to you, and
a sensible way to spend every dollar that falls into your hands.
There is every indication that prices will soar higher during
the year. You'll have to pay your part of those higher prices
UNLESS YOU TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE PRICES NOW
PREVAILING. BUY NOW for the FUTURE. BUY NOW and

will invest wisely if you buy at home and keep your money
in circulation.

IT'S ECONOMY

ITS STYLISH NOW TO BE THRIFTY

TO BUY HERE AT HOME!

make a profitable investment.

41=111M=SlInninmsg arn111111•11111111111L

JONES LOAN-INVESTMENT CO.
"We Can Help You With Your
Money Problems."

PUCKETT'S D-X STATION
Phony 21

DA Gas

11-.V Oil

GAS. Oil s. ACCESSORIES
FIRESTONE TIRES AND TUBES
FULTON, KY.
Ill (ARK STREET

•FIJI-TON

WALL PAPER AND
OFFIC'E SUPPLY CO.

and Painters
Call 149 for Paper Ilangers
AT REASONABLE COST.

SHOP FOR
DOTTY WOMEN

BERT'S SHOE STORE
FULTON, KY.
209 MAIN ST.
Your Spring and Summer Slippers Are Here.
"See Them! X-Ray Shoe Fitting"

I.

JONES AUTO PARTS CO.

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.

A. le and I sill Auto Parts
Motor Rebuilding A Specialty

/I Payx DiridentIN To Be

Neu. and Used Furniture At
Prices That Save You .Woney

CENTRAL AVENUE

PHONE 341

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.

Properly Insured—Phone No. .5

EDWARDS FOOD STORE

PIERCE-CEO VIM LUMBER CO.

/IT Vain Fresh Meats Phone 199

Lumber, Roofing and All Kinds
of Building Materials

Drink Coca-Cola In Bottles
WE DELIVER

WESTERN AUTO ASSOCIATE

Dealer In Standard Radios and
Electric Refrigerators
PHONE 201

STORE
Home-Owned, Home Operated
Allen M. Gillum. Prop.

CITY NATIONAL BANK
Total Assets $1,2J0,000— Member
of Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

AUTO SALES CO."•
Only Authorized FORD
Dealer In Fulton
SALES & SERVICE

Fidion, Ky.

Phone 12

WALKER CLEANERS

GRANT & CO.

See Us for Your New Spring
Merchandise Before You Buy

Phone 930 for Prompt Service
Let Us Do Your Spring Cleaning

New Spring A pparel
and Fast Color Prints

BALDRIDGE'S 5-10( STORE

ANDREWS JEWELRY PORE

See Cs for Beautiful Blooming
Pot Plants and Rose Bushes

Repairing, Watches and A Complete Line of Jewelry.

s
Cold Storage—Ice Manufacturer

L. KASNOW'S

Dealers for COOLERATOR
The Air Conditioned Refrigertor

MALCO THEATRES

Visit the Family Store

BERT NEWHOUSE:, Prop.

BENNETT ELECTRIC

FULTON ICE COMPANY

Fulton People Feeding
Fulton People for Over
Today AS Always—

30 YEARS

PERSONAL SERVICE
—THE—

INCORPORATED

FULTON

ORPHEUM
STRAND

40.A

DRY GOODS,
Ready-To-Wear

"Style Without Extraragance"

TYPEWRITERS
L. C. SMITH & REMINGTON

•

1. HOMRA

THE LEADER STORE

HILL'S BEAUTY SHOP

SMITH (ME

Dry Goods, Ready-To-Wear
and Men's Clothing

Permanent Wares and All
Kinds of Beauty Work

And Fourth Street Begins"

"Where Lake Street Ends
I.. I.. MOSS, Manager.

Spend More If You Want More - But Spend It Here Where You Make It!
/aralar
i_./E/E.122-/E/2210.12/2
L.-_/-
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every kind of wood and metal
The reaction the tthluiary reader
Stove there isn't any nie,v floating'
gets \\ben he S1,4•11 something :Myra
about this neighborhood than is
toted attractively is that the product
good for us let us look mii this
must be St hat it is claimed to be or
paint proposition at once ii d $ee if its
makers would not spend Dam
we can't stop at least one leak by
money pushing it. They do not say
protecting property exposed to the
much alum( the goods hat they art,
elements, instead of letting it go to
not willing to back up They may
rack and ruin.
have to carry sorne brands of goods
that are a drag on the market beTOO MANY RASCALS.
cause the public has not been made
acquainted with them, but when a
It's true around Fulton ;i n,
believe the same rule holds lod maker or merchant endorses somein most every community tha the thing heartily anti 1.11111USlaSIICally
farmer is the prev of more tar:calm yttli Can depend on It that it is some•
now than at any time in agricul- thing that Is advettised—vvidence Ill
tural history Since the auto came' itself that all the value claimed for
the theft of chickens its become a the product is there. As a result of
fine art With an auto to get away this kind of endorsement, advertomig
it a thief can now steal hundreds hrings profitable returns. If the proI f fowls where once he had to be duct offered is a real bargain—und
content with a half-dozen or mots, merchants will not usually advertise
In the old days when there were it as such unless it is—then a defew people on the roads the farmer mand is instantly created for it and
might lose an occasional chicken. the public will buy it. You can deIsit it was usually the work of a pend on advertised good,. They are
hobo and seldom occurred. To- better. i,r they wouldn't be adverI.
day he has to keep everything he tised.
—•
possesses tinder lock and key, His
orchard and garden, and frequently his hog-pen, are common ground
!...r the n-a.elorn unto thief Kral he
Williams
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As far as the average Fulton motorist is concerned, there is no occasion for building toll roads so
long as gasoline taxation can pro.
vide toll-free roads if the gns revenues are honestly and carefully expended. He encounters now and then
an example of what toll highways
mean when he is forced to pay for
the bridge Thousands of miles of
old-time toll roads were made free
traffic lanes after the auto came
Into being, but at an awful cost to
the taxpayers. Old-timers recall
the graft and unjust toll rates
charged, and they are pretty apt to
sense in the plan of the Kentucky
lienator an echo of the old system
The country can use more highways. and especially more modern
ones. Linking the coasts and the
gu'r by means of such thoroughfares would undoubtedly be a long
step f,,rward. But if it means a resun o to the old toll ss,stern. then the
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first day
find money for gas if he has tine.
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"

J Williams says once you have
mastered the art of goi.sip, you
run down
don't need an auto to
sour neighbors.
''It isn't the fear of death that
makes some motorists careful."
says Raymond Peeples, 'as much as
it is the fear of getting their car
scratched."
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AND WHITEN

TEETH

TRY CALOX AT OUR EXPENSE
What Cala: will
do for your teeth Is smelly demonstrated by
you in your own home at our expense. Simply
511 In the
coupon with name and address and ma It to as. You will
receive a beolute/y free•teat can of Citl..03( TOOTH
Pt:ton:um
the powd•r more •nd more peopi• WO using
ovary day.
Int( TRIAL COUPON
—U
Rohbin•, Inc ,T•lefleld.Conn
Dew A Ig
Send en. • 10 d., trial or CALOX TOOTH POWDER •• r ,
to Inr I .40 nv It.
.
Add.••6

1‘..fittiCE
IOW

2IS

STREET
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.W.1 Colo:. the Oxygen tooth powder which penetrates
to
It. hidden crevices be,ween the troth. Pleasant,
Refry,
'
Mg, Protects the gums and is economical to oft..

:WE

SERI' 'E

_

mid laudabic thing about tire people of the United States is that they
have quit buying Japanese made
products. The silk importation is
oxactly one-half what it was last
year this time. A number of our
people refuse to
buy
anything
"Made in Japan." By doing so
they very effectively weaken Japan's offensive.
An example of why each purchase
refused weakens Japan may be
shown with lady's hose. When an
American woman buys a comparatively high priced pair of silk linse
the Japanese take the money made
aTill buy two round,: of ammunition
for a rile to kill Chinese—comforting thought to know that the
hose you wear is stained with the
blood of the Chinese that you are
so much in sympathy wilt.—did
you know?
Did you know too that we furnish the very material for their
guns and the oil to lubricate them.
,:an imports 31 per cia.t of her

.1.11111'

SECOND

1.;

CLEAN

•RE.11) - REMEMBER

have m iIlu 0111,01 them.
Robert Graham says the prettiest
women in the world today are the
ones you see in magaznie ads advertising some sort of kitchen
equipment.
Toni Hales advises you to never
try to guess a man's name by the
initials on the umbrella he is
carrying.
'Bet re a man is married," declares Joe Hall. "he needs an entire closet to hold his clothes but
after he has been married a few
years he can get his entire wardrobe in one of the sewing machine
drawers."

•YEAR IN, YEAR OUT
—EAT AT—

LOWE'S CAFE
Oysters are in Season

Lake St., Fulton, Ky.

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE

NEW RURAL HIGHWAY PROGRAN! BEING SET UP
With the beginning of the Highway Department's new fiscal year
on April 1st., a new appropriation
of $2,0011,000.410 will be ear-marked
by the r.quir.issioner of Highways
. •
f.,;
..!:,!•:

Coal -Fertilizer
Kindling
Authorized Iron Fireman Dealer

for annual expr•Liitures by the:
,oneral :\ssembly of 1936 which alrated the funds to be expended in
oious counties on the basis of one7102 Walnut St., Fulton, K.
rd on proportional population.
Ear, Nose. Throat
,• third on proportional populaSPECIAL
,n, one third on proportional
-1-8.
,,nc-third equally between 11.1111111M1111111.111k
ATTENTION
o 100 counties. The Engineers I
"i tile accurate fitting
- the Department of Highways are: Erth
- piErara=j
if eye glasses.
EirE/2/Fjp_jp_rai
If. engaged in meeting with the,
OFFFI-E HOURS:
Courts throughout the state'
ton A.
1 to 5 P. M.
Ill prepare plans for the corning
PIII)NE 286
year's program.
In a large number of the counIf you are in :wed or money, we are making
ties during the past year the Divshort-time
loans. We invite you to consult us, as
111•11111111111111MINMER ision of Rural Highways carried on
we can help you solve your financial problems.
its work in conjunctior with the
Accurate
county forces or with the Works
WORKMANSHIP
LOANS MADE TO RELIABLE PERSONS
Progress Administration. This metAt Low Cost hod has proven to be mutually adWatches. clocks & Time Mee* vantageous as the Division of Rural
QUICK SERVICE
of All Kinds Accurately ReHighways has adequate equipment
paired at Low Cost by—
and skilled labor which can by
.1 NDREWS
matched by the Federal Agency's
COMPANY
JEVIETyRY
abundant supply of unskilled labor
4111MIIMWIIIA

For

Every Need

1 DR.SELDON COHN

CITY COAL CO
FULTON, KENTUCKY

WE are prepared to Nvrite a policy to cover any
and all of your insurance needs. We represent only the best and long established companies. No obligation on your part when you
ask for our representative to call.

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
LAKE 22

PHONE No. 5

FULTON, KY.

NEED MONEY!

JONES LOAN & INVESTMENT CO.

WERE/Fla

In'ULTON COUNTY NEWS, FU LION, KENTUCKY

tie

SOS

411a

THE CALL IS A CALL FIR HELP!
•

•

ENTER YOUR NAME TODAY'
or Back That Friend Who Has Entered
Is It ...
Why Is It ...
? Because
Th .it
? Because-That—
? Because
That-Ther.e are more prizes than active partici-

The Offer is So Stupendous That
it Has Swept You Competely Off
Your Feet

More people of Fulton and surrounding territory do not take advantage of !his great
offer

You Are Afraid That Your Neighbor Will Enter And That You Are
Afraid of His or Her Ability

The few who hare entered are not taking
advantage of the vote gaining opportunity
offered now

You Are Waiting to Determine
Who the Entrants Are Instead of
Working Yourself

•

CAN PICK YOUR
PRIZE AND

;141

441111111610110

1111=141M1011111111antiallilatilltai—.it'.earnef

$750

•

I.

$400

IN CASH

IN CASH

on .1 YEW 1938 PLYMOUTH DELUXE TOURING SEDAN
FROM THE BOB WPITE MOTOR CO.

illMMIIMMS1M11111

$300
In Cash

.E.4:91111111MINIMMI

ENTRY BLANK
GOOD FOR 10,000 VOTES
Campaign Manager,
FULTON NEWS,
Fulton. Kentucky.
I hereby enter asd cast 10.000 votes for

Cash Commission

Miss, Mr. or Mrs.
Address

20 Per Cent

Phone

Paid Daily

as a candidate in your Trade Extension Campaigc
NOTE—Only one nomination coupon credited to a candkinte
For Full Information Call, Phone or Write
111111111411111•111=0111MINIIMmarliM1

Fourteen Cash Prizes

Fourteen Cash Prizes

In District No. 2

In District No. I

$5 to $50

Enter Today and Win!

$5 to $50

s

VI!!

'THE NEWS" WEEKLY
SCRAPBOOK
Kentucky Fader*

WEEK'S BEST RECIPE
Cook 3 4 cup macaroni broken Into
Mall pieces in boiling salted water
until tender. Di11111 and rinse in
itiskl water Melt 2 tablespoons butler, and 2 tablespoons flour, 1 tablespoon curry powder, 1-4 tea on salt and cook until frothy. ,
Add gradually 1 cup milk, stir in
litge boiling, 1.2 cup grated cheese
Ind the macaroni. Turn into a dish
Mid when thoroughly cold shape
to balls or flat cakes. Roll in
sifted crumbs, dip in a beaten egg
diluted with 2 tablespoons watm
and roll again in crumbs. Fry in a
basket in deep fat, drain on paper
Mild serve—and you have the
elsolcest of Macaroni croeuettes.
----THE FAMILY DOCTOR.

WESTON
TIAO
lowiti
arjejl.

FULTON, KENTUCKY
age of a child capable of eii
ling a crime?
II Who has beim the. oldest Prepnient of the United States, Ulla w111/
ihie youngest?
9 What have been culled the
"Seven Deadly Sins"
10 llow diet the superstition convet iiing the, timelier the teen orig•
iiiate?
Ammer,
iif the
The
ilphatiet, alpha and beta.
.! Tell
tieVet1 red, fox white.
4 Radium, costing aeproximately
$70,000 a gram.
5 "One out of many."
ii 'rhe giraffe, oft niscount of its
ptomitient eyes
7 Seveti years
a. Oldest, William Henry Harrison. inatigiii.iiiiil ut age of elle the
.toungest, Theodore Roosevelt, age
43.
9 Pride, anger, lust, envy. speeei,
gluttony and slouth.
10 From the fact that there were
thirteen present at the Lord's last
supper.

en111111111111111=neeeeese
MARCH IS POTATo
Another reanon for lower Dotes
PLANTING TIME Ii the people are filially becouillid
convinced that they can make bet111 111,11111111 ilea/11111N, most early
potatiee in Kentucky are planted ter line of their money tl iii t Ilin
ri March Sometimes planting is politiciatus can.
April. However,
entente'
, into
Tlie V/1/111 Fulton husband is the
Aptil iibuitings often do not give
latite Yields runic tests tootle at one NA 140 buys such expensive e lima
the Agricultural Fsperlment Sta• that he wife %steel !lend lent tee
tioti at Lexington over a long pec- weak the
dishes
ked ,,r unn, It 111/1/41111,1 that every
It was an 1111.1.1,1A/ Prit1. stenos
ilay's delay .ifter Atoll lu
re
that created women after 1.0 pry fleeted in 'educed yield
titular No 307, called "'Neale thing else had been fitualtesi. otherll11,1/1 4444." published by the Uni- wise she would
have weintisi to
t
ty of Kentucky College. of
,Sie [culture, deals with all phases boss the ,Mh
t if potato productimi, 111111 1/1111
had Itutimm county agents err by writHELM'S Clocks—Officially' Idealing to die college
tested Governwitt Apitioved High_
est Livability 1937 Contests Cham•SPARKS of WISDOM pion Pen Illinois Contest January,
Pedigreed Sired Matings, Free
They say the reason • woman Brooding Bulletin Helm's Hatchery
Iltp
knows there won't be any dish- Paducah. Ky.
washing or scrubbing in heaven is -hisiause she knows it won't be heavCOTTON SEED FOR FLANTING
en if there is.
—Mat year DAPL 11 A. yield
Why is it that the average Fut, over hale to Ike sere In 1937. Caretop young man never trust to find fully selected and melted when
out what the upkeep of a Wife ginned. $1.00 par bushel, $27.50
amounts to until after he has gotten per 1,000 lbs. or $50.00 per ton. A.
married.
R. BROCK, Greenfield, Tenn., norm
In their ignorance. many Fulton No. 13.
lip.
people wonder how their parents
many
to
live
without
so
managed
.1' G
R0 S
of the things they can't possibly It is dangerous to sell a Substitute
get along without.
for tifilit just t11 make- three or four
Reform seems to consist almost oent• more. Customers are your
wholly in trying to niake the world best assets; lose them and you lose
your lousiness, 61;6 is worth three
seem better than the people whe or tote- times as 1111101 as a
Substilive in it.
tute.

may show some signs of their wild
Bow Do Institutions See(
hg origin.
All of us are aware of the
of institutions, but an equells mCustoms are shrouded in even
ut lease theoretically. Try to think greater mystery. How did cookery
self with the origins of institutions. begin? How did the race learn that
Just why du certain things become certain things were good
food, and
the rule, and others equally inter- others were not? How did the idea
esting fail to materialize So old is
of monogamy develop. Some theorhumanity and so lost in pre-history ists would argue that
our developcusorigins
of
many
of
our
are the
ment has followed the lines of
toms that it is pearl) impassible to least resistance but any fair-minded
recreate the actual conditions that study of customs would soon provewent Into the making of traditions. this theory false.
Taboos, known RIG LITTERS MAKE
For example, how did language and practiced among all sorts elf
HOGS PAT BE1TER
gets
start, ur, more specifically. how did people, nearly always
In cases where acid or lime
impose deBig litters with few losses ainto the eye try allowing I tea- a given language become differen- finite hardships. Very seldom is
spoon of vinegar or lemon juice to tiated from its nearest relatives? the right way in any code of con- rming pigs make hog raising pay
better.
points out Grady Sellards
• glass of water to flow into and We have plenty of data to show duct the easiest way. The farther
of the Kentucky College of Agriculover the eye. One tablespoon of how such kindred laeguages as back one goes in language,
ture.
in
suggestions on handling
the more
baking soda to a glass of warm French and Spanish gradually decomplicated it is found to be. In sows and litters. One see' with six
err eight pigs will mean more profit
water can be used for relief in the veloped from the parent Latin, but like manner there is
greater comMime manner when the eye has the Latin itself was originally a plexity in the customs of savages than two sows with three tir four
pigs each.
been affected by acid. Follow by part of sonic other language stock than in those of the highly civilirrigating the eye with n tablespoon and became different through many
Pigs are usually stronger and
ized.
easier to save when the sow has
or even a teaspoonful of sweet oil decades or centuries. When one:
been
so feel as to gain be-fore' farWhen the horse-drawn vehicle
to soothe it. If the burn appears to thinks of this, he finds himself as
The feed before farrowbe on the pupil, consult a physician puzzled as when he tries to trace' finally yields to the motor ear, all ing should include, in additien tet
at once.
his family line back a thousand of us will feel that a great era has grain, a quarter ti a half-pound of
years. Pretty soon he discovers been closed; but the. motor car is Linkage daily, alfalfa 14r other lehimself kin to more people than only a further adaption of the gume hay and a mineral mixture of
ON CLEANING DAY
there were in the world at the time wheel. Who invented the wheel? 40 parts of ground limestone, 4,,
A chamois wrung out of clear at least, theoretically. Try to think Radio uses the air waves, but they pates of bonemeal and 2i) pound•
water makes an excellent dust of a time when humanity had no have always been there and have salt.
Corn or other grain stio
cloth. A cloth wrung nom very domesticated animals, no cultivated been used crudely in other times
reduced by half in the wet;
ttt
WI,' can
H ring
lt) 3t,
hot water to which a tablespoonful plants. Even the turkey, formerly Electricity is our servant
and is all filITOWIT11t, wheat bran bells,
of kerosene has been added also regarded as the last fowl to be do- about us. but the
mind a tot tnore service int() them, that will asremotest savage instead for half est the grim
teas For a week following fare -s
makes a very good duster. Silk mesticated, is now known to have
came under the spell of lightning mg, the
sure 3,.ou a int (,f enmfortable wear.
feed should be just en ugh
dusters scatter no lint. Wash due
been tamed by the Indians long be- and knew as much about it as we.. to keep down hunger Wheat bran
It
Done The Factory Way
and
naptha
suds
rich
cloths in a
hire the coming of Europeans. Sim- Inventors, after all, are. mere adapt- or neddlings should be. used this
SATleFACTION GUARANTEED
dry without rinsing, and they will ilarly, no great food crop has been ers of ideas long known by hu- week, with no corn, milk or tankAll Shoes Repaired - Shined Free
scatter no lint.
age.
developed within historical times. manity but inadequately used.
Begriming the second vseek after
Many related plants have long
We laugh at rigmaroles that chil- farrowing, grain,
reek and tankKITCHEN KINKS
been known in their wild state, but dren and primitive people know age can he added
at a time
Hang a bag of whole mustard in even scientists have not been able and use, but our simplest ideas and until the sow is on full feed in le
Fourth Streit
h'll.
A to bridge the gap between the wild statements have usually evolved days to three weeks.
vinegar and it will soon clear.
piece of adhesive placed on the and the cultivated in their experi- from just such conglomerations.
i11111111.M.IF
thumb when peeling vegetables will ments. Teosinte. the nearest rela- Simplicity of speech, of manners,
save the finger from cuts.. .. A tive of Indian corn, is still teosinte. of religion, of political organizasmall spoon of peanut butter im- and Indian corn shows little tend- tion, of social life has come laborproves the flavor of stews. . If ency to return to its wild state, iously and was preceded by more
you place a little sugar in the tea- though a few plants in every field complex methods.
pot before making tea, the tablecloth will not become stained should
ON IRONING DAY
any spill on it.
Rub scorched places with hydro—
gen peroxide and allow to dry before again ironing. If the scorch is
Plenty of clean fresh water is eslight merely moisten with water
sential for egg production.
:Ind put in the sun. Scorch may
NOW IS THE TIME TO SET
Good pastures, wisely used, prosometimes be removed by rubbing
YOUR
vide inc of tpe best and cheapest
with bread crust.
Fruit Trees. Shrubs
roughages for dairy cows.
and Ornamentals
GRAINS OF WISDOM
Boars and brood sows should be
We carry the well-known
"The trouble with most people is selected from large litters. ;is hogs
STARK'S line, the best in
that they think with their hopes from large litters tend to produce
America.
or fears or wishes rather than with large litters.
Write Your Authorized Agent
their minds."
The four main factors affecting
the rate of egg production are:
Companionship
breeding, feeding. housing
and
FULTON, ROUTE 3
Tell me thy company and I v. ill sanitation.
,ell thee what thou art.—Cervantes
The intensity of the farm busi, - -ss, rate of capital turn-over, is
..ery important in the successful
TRADE EXTENSION l'.11111.11G
peration of a farm.
If bees use the farm water
ANNUAL PREMIUM
I hereby cast 100 Free VOTES to the credit of—
elks and troughs, put a Isurrel full
for $5,000
.4 water with a few corn eilis in it
mare life
Miss, Mr. or Mrs.
among the hives. They will light
/in the cobs to water which in turn
insurance t
ymi feel ynti call
ill keep them from drowning.
Address
heavy infestation of cattle lice in
atrunl at pres('nt. Rut ,•()tt have reasnessee are indicated 3y large
This coupon, neatly clipped out, name and address of the candidate filled in, and mailed or delivered to the Election Depart
• .others of injuiras on control, reson to c\pect larLzer incnnie ()i- less
ment, will count as 100 free votes. It does not cost anything ti
Arricuiturai
•ved by
U•
cast these coupons for your favorite candidate, and you are no,
Service.
Beni
r
check
restricted in any sense in voting them. Get all you cane and
expense in a le‘v years.
on your herd.
send them in—they all count. Do not roll or fold. Deliver in fls.
A large portion of the potash repackage. (NOTE—This coupon must he voted before Mar, 19i
•ssed by a crop in Tennessee is
stoned in the vegetative portion
policy
the plant. When crops are fed
11•1111111111MIn
livestock, nearly all the potash
with premiums first live years
41710
34
,es through the anneal and is
35
69 41/
.verable in the manure.
71111/
rate thereafter,
The new farm act provides for
.47
745.1
.48
773i
• ser agricultural
conservation
-49
7111.35
melds to operators of small
ins.
This is the result of
/13.511
107.ist
40
rAirricirvriNc,
mu at et eiVI:R
41
$41.95
171,./11
snges in the method by which
42
041.45
::ments are to be made, which inDlee1111.111
lee hI lit It IN latli„
44
94.35
- is(' payments to farmers who
44
191. 7.,
9/4.3.5
ISS1 1,D Al till iii - 4104 N.
45
to.5.311
tot.11.5
eeuld earn less than $200 under the
41.
iS
Y14.50
t,gular rates.
ti4.10
To afford farmers an opportunity
117.C5
secure good breeding animals a
t41.50
-'-rues
of four cooperative sales bats
After an absence of several months, I am again
1{8.1341
been scheduled as follows: March
29. U. T. Farm, Knoxville; March
back on the job, and invite you to visit my shot)
' , Wilson County Hereford Sale,
banon; March 31, Union Stock
for beauty work of all kind.
•Sirds, Nashville; and April 1, Fair
;:...unds, Jackson.
Consult agent, phone local

Mr It
dent of t
will spell
Monday
Black hurl
huh work
grievers
that u hum
will go 1
talk

Lambs
should be
gets any v
be 11111.11
the woun

Don't Throw Them Away
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY!

WILSON'S ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP

FARM FACTS

LOOK FOLKS!

SUS WOODRUFF

This plan
may Solve
YOUR
problem

only

half the

EASTER IS NEAR
SEE US FOR YOUR BEAUTY WORK

This plan tvill help you
to start right now
office or write to the Company

MRS. LYDA SHIPP,Prop.

READ and REMEMBER

SHIPP BEAUTY PARLOR
219 S. 3rd Street

l'nion City, Tenn.
Phone 552

What is the derivation of the
•id "alphabet?"
.! What is the most popular belt„se in the world?
s How many red and how many
'•ite stripes has the U S. Flag?
1 What is the most costly metal?
What is the meaning of "E
I ribus Unum?”
.; What animal can see in all
tr directions at the same time?
7. In common law, what is the

iiitiouratur

truttential
Q.,:outpatEll

EDWARD D. DUFFIELD, President

of Aturrint

Home Office, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

:se

MY

FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON KENTUCKY
MA tan be :mole into Agrietilture in Kentucky
Rules of the Casupsig•
peinsi Dom Miuch 1 to November leirelcis in these counties.
I. ps in two mouths horn now mai . Ili ighboring comities of and the
Southern Any funnel and his wife who
IL 1.1 ing the higheat prices
oper- I. I 935.
From these county winners, 13
If '11111191141, II ItIltIrpellty upon which ate their OWII farm,
When completed, It is to be seal• regional winners will be selected on
End
any
tenant
me 1.11111 ,3 Orr
grain feed ii,u the welfare of all our people re farmer oral his
wife who operate • ▪ ill an envelope yid sent to Home the. mime busks, the regions conJ B WILLIAMS
Jeep will make the lambs grow gurdless of their pursuits or
walk farm on it iental or stialecrupper tutu Eam Campaign Headquarter, sisting
f.i..tei
of the
id life, largely deiwilds.
are eligible to enter this cam- The Courier JOUlnal and Times, Instrii ix of Kentucky mu)
Mr R W. Baekburn former pleat
----'2. To increase the Incomi and paign.
Louisville, Ky., not later than No- Special Districts of Southern Indident of the Cadornia Farm Iluiesiu l The Courier-Journal and Louis- ruise the living standards of the
must reside in one of the vember 15, int
.
4 4 will speak Id Arlington, Ky onI vide Times are sporiaoring a con- agricultural families of thin urea, 1'20Entants
ana.
culifilios of Kentucky or in
The committee of judges will be
When the 12 regional winners
Monday night, March 2ittli
Mr test and offering prizes for the furni• anti thereby to improve the well- of the following 23 counties one
of 1111111/Ulleed III due ilium, and will have been selected the nitwit cash
4 who make the moat improve- being and provide a better outlook
Blackburn has done 110/111. Vto.11tter 11,
dcrtriitante
in
d of will
n farm prie winners will be selected from
ful work with the California fruit ment in I I efficient farm manage for every man, woman and child II', Southern Indiana. But tholomew,
Brown, Clark, Crawfoid, Davies,
thee on the NM/ of personal ingrowers cooperative and it IS 111.1:04, nient (2) for live sit home (3) lug iii, our farms
Decatur, Dubois.
Winners
that a large IlelegtItIrtrl If rminerp fir dive'sale/Ilion (4) fur soil
3 To strengthen the economic it/MO, JIlektron. Floyd Greco, }Wr- announced in the Campaign will be vestigation by members of the ComDecember 20, 19311, and mittee of Judges.
Jeht11111111, Knee,
wiii go to Arlington to beat this consciVatIMI 11111/
for home man 'datum of the whole population of Lawrence,
(Natio), Monioe, Orange, awards will lie preiiented at the
agement and improvement
talk
this urea through an improved rell• Perry
Pike. Ripley Scott, Spencer, 19311 Ilona und arm Improvement
Below are the itbfeetIVen,
LOCALS.
IlIllttlie status for those engaged in Switzerland,
Dinner in Louisville I9ecerrilier 27,
sod Washington.
Lambs that have not beell docked I and rules iif the contest
Mr and Mrs Joe Gates apent
Appli- titir principal industry, agriculture
19311
Entry
blanks
appear
in
The
should be soon before ti i• weather cations and contest entry blanks
4 To accomplish these irrivii hint Courier-Jouinal
the week end with Mr. and Mrs. Al
and
houisv ill.
Judging
gets any warmer mid pine tar should CUD he retitled ill Ilie
Nola liy encouraging and reward - 'Fumes Isom
Futherree in Bartlett, Tenn,
February 27 to March
Record
bOrtIvi
ordered
in
he used to keep flies away from
The
mg
effivient
farm management, sys- '27, inclusive. or they
Objectives:
L. 0 Bradford of Ada. Oklahoma
may be tub Coot ier -Journal
1938
the elllUtld.
crop tinned froni
I To promote the prosperity of tematic at•counting und it
r:StenSI011 11,/loo mu Viii ft Impiovement Cam - IS voiding relatives here
diversification, better livestock, it iii Agents or the
Mns. Sara Meacham returned
conservation, fartri-sustained Minip- Experiment Kentucky Agiicultural !align will be J11(111041 WI tile fellow
Station in Lexington. ing basis:
ill:dung and home improvement
Sunday
night from
Nashville,
or ut the Campaign Headquarters,
'211 per cent for efficient manage
Award'
where she has been visiting
:ion West Liberty,
Ky
merit
Viral Prizi.--To the farm "wilet
These blanks PillOtIllt be filled out
20 per cent for living-at-home.
or tenant farmer making the best Slit) sent immediately
FOR SALE — 5,000 Blakemore
to Mime said
20 per cent for diversification.
reel rd ft» living-at-home, (liveredi. Farm Canipuign
Ilead
uartern,
The
20
per cent for Noil conseivation Strawberry Plants. Certified. $2.00
cation, nod (5.1inervation and home Courier•Journal
and Times, Louis20 per cent for home manage- per
thousand.
Strong
thrifty
improvement, $500 cash
ville. KY.
ment and improvement.
Second Prize Ti' the farm owner
plants. (toy Prince, Dresden, Tenn.
After sending m your entry blank,
When
all
record
books
are
in
p01or
fat mer making the second yoll will reeeive your official record
m.s:.,101, of the Committee of Judges,
WANTED—Place on farm for
ii.1,1-11 for living -at home, div- hook, in which
history of your immediately after November 15,
eraficat ic r,i. '.iii 1,11:41 Sittui,li Utld living-lit- home, the
soil conservation, 19311, they will begin selection of man and wife to work. Write me.
llottio•
1•.t.;11
il1VITNI111.11110.11 .1110 home improve pie
t
frian each countY.r Aisle Wilson, Farmington, Ky.,
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'I'4,
f r11
1'11
hi' .11001.11
Let Us MeowYouThr,l..:
•
the advice of the County Ex- Route Mir, in care of Walter Far/1, 11.1,10 111111110 1•1:111,11ii,- Iluirul
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IIII•
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BREAD
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1/ E.i L, 10-lbs.

17c

Flour
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21 Pound
Plain
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EVEPY DOLLAR SPENT IN THIS
COMMUNITY BENEFITS YOU
•It helps make your community a better
place in which to live.
•It lowers your portion of the cost of maintaining your local government.

40.

•It helps to

•

i
I.

-9,ide work for many local
aild to spend their money

•'t helps to defray the cost of your police
mu firer protection.
11,1 -11
MY SERVICES CST, 1.1.)
11 I ry ot:I c! y -..r
L..11
r
c •
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. !II • 1.
r.er 1.1,1
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Your eirctr.Cal servant.
ILDOY KILOWATT

-71
ILL

•It helps to pay the cost of maintaining
schools.
an Home merchants have in stock—or thcy.
can readily obtain--any tt,•ids you waim
Their pricis are right ant their terrle: arc
a* Home merchants are your fellow-cit.
and rigether you have many local interests.
..1i.suld you go elsewhere to spend
Iii
?
our

I
•4

1

V. B. C. CHOCOLATE

Rice

BEANS
1 101)"""ds 39c
1
Vorwilatchiellittv;,.4
imummtrauL.e..sasisrruas

I

3

Tall
Cans

TWIRLS,lb.

Fancy
Head

SPAGHETTI, Cooktfl, ran

Tea

Our Own
Golden-Tipped

2-1b.

l'kg.

21c

RED BEANS. 1-lb., 1 cans

Sugar

Pure
lane

10 lbs.

CORN FLAKES,3 large packag( s

Mustard

2

Pound
Jar

ACHES,Iona Halves, large can

Lard

Pure
flag

2 lbs.

1;1 IT.11.0 M.1 TCHES,3 boxes

..
CRACKERS
1 PPound 15c

69c

19c
,„e
4 lbs. 19c

Whitehouse
Evaporated

MIER

egmwassma..amatasusem

1

TCTIlle•see.

•

lb. 10t

Boneless
Fish

Fillets

Ajax

MAGNOLIA
APPLE BUTTER

Daily Egg
"Scratch"

10c
1:5e

21c
10c

ti1 61

100-1,b.
Bag $1.75 1

Sugar Cured, (11.hole Ham)
HAMS 12 to 11-lb. Au.
Pound

Finest Quality Meals
BEEF STEAK, Loin, lb. 23c
BEEF ROAST, Chuck, lb. 16c
GROUND BEEF,fresh, lb. 16c
PORK BRAINS,fresh, lb. 17c
PORK LIVER,fresh, lb.
12c
SALT BACON,fat, lb.
12c
MUTTON ROAST,shld.. lb. lie
BOLOGNA.fine quality. lb. 15c

)5e

3 ';(iys( 10c

Laundry
Soap
DAIRY FEED 16 per cent, 100-lbs.

......... Feed

62c

Large 22-Ounce
Jar

21c
10c

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
CELERY,Jumbo Stalks, ea. 5c
HEAD LETTUCE,large 71 2c
GRAPEFRUIT,,Fla.,6for 19c
CARROTS,nice size, ea.
Sc
CABBAGE green hds..3lbs. 10c
ORANGES,med. size, doz. 15c
NEW POTATOES.3 lbs. liic
TOMATOES.fresh. lb.
10c

!

A & P FOOD STORES
INCORPORATED

ABE THOMPSON, Manager
,somoswassimis
1
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WILLIAMS-IIENHY
WEDDING

Socials - Personals

. Paid It. had charge. of Iii.ii,
by Mrs.
.hdaalita... Cc, it Arnold. Lorene
It• i k, Wilri a Richardson, Peat I
laisioan and N1,11 y Kan. !Nat it.
•
a.th
r hy
aa ftl) ra
arr.'
ii i
,
11111l'Ill,
the social boll!' i'011t
e served to twenty invents'',
,and tile (ill 's
hair new membei
ing guests. Mrs lieland Jewell and
daughter. Martha Sue, Mrs. H,
Coleman. Mrs. J. It. Patterson and
Mrs Raymond Halley.

1 RID %V and SA1'URDA1
BOB 11.%KER
•,t uff/agi of the West"
•

MON. - T1

s

''s / IR?' CHEERING"
--%Ith11111NUE RIIIANTE
JOAN. PI URI'
11 1 DNESDAV

AND
HANDSOME"

Iltt SF 01 NNE
R %Nano P11 acem

A GODSEND TO
TRACTOR USERS
them

something

ENTIRELY NEW
FERENT

in

THURSDAY NIGHT CLUB
Miss Adolphus Mae Latta enter
tained her Thursday night bridge
oh at her home on West State
Loc. Three tables of members weir
present. High score prizes wer••
awarded to Miss Eunice Rogers or'
Mrs. George Moore. Delicious refreshments were served he M.ss
Latta. Mrs. Malcolm Gilbert was a
ti•a gui•st.

am' DIF-

Oil and Grease

Sers ice for their tractors.
IT WILL
NM' TO

PA

Y—

SFE US BEFORE

0. BEY %OUR TRACTOR
till • .1ND GREASE.

TRIPLE

T C1.1'13 MEETS
Miss Marguerite Jones was hasto the Triple T Club Moralny
positisrl, gullraillee to
night. Dinner was served to
S.1VE you money. See us for
members. Guests enjoyed a trit
full particulars.
Martin in the evening.
--FRIDAY EVENING CLUB
Miss Lucille Green and 1144•,
Luther were hosts to their coma, •
club Friday night at the home
Miss Green on Cedar st
Tf
HER NIA Is
Agent.
tables of players were present, wd•
1111•11111111.81m32.119 Mr. and Mrs. E. E Speight as new
FoR—

ILLINOIS OIL (O.

4.1111111st

I "1 .1:1111'
11,4“ lit I 1 I' %TERI PRofillIANI

BABY t:i1ILKS

MRS. WALSH ENTERTAINS
Mrs. R. M Walsh on Fourth-st
was hostess to a dinner party Friday night for the Traffic Department of the Telephone office and
Mrs. Homer Wilson. commercial
The color scheme of pink
clerk
and green was carried out in decorations and favors. There were
twelve present.
Games of Chinese Checkers were
enjoyed during the evening Mrs.
Lila Hastings. chief operator, was
presented a twenty year service
pin by Mrs !I L. Jamison. assist'
ant chief operator.

Rh—

Bringing

--liliADY,MOSS
/
.
TI, tiairriage of Miss Mary Mes I
;
( i
....naliter if Mr. and Mrs. Jrnia,i
Ma's of Unian City, and Harry
lirady, son of Mr. and Mrs Fred
Itiady uf this city, was solemnized!
' y the Rev. W. II Flynn at 8:30
clock
Sunday night at the Fa-'
12,000 Husky. Health, Chicks
Chi istian Church. They were attend
from our Hatchery so tar this
cd by Miss Fuller of Union Cw, ,
year. We are selling out in adand Billy Brady. Only members id
the immtdiate families were prevance.

nit ItsDA1

"HIGH. H IDE

Tenii. Sunday Owl noon Mr, and , Grove, where they will snake their
Mrs Ifilnunl remained in C',ittage' home

Muss Margaret Henry, daughter
Mr. WM MI's. Frank Henry af
and Murrell Williams, son
of Mr. and Mrs.
Winkling
I ii ate married Saturday evening ii
•lit o'clock. The ceremony w
formed by Rev Woodrow rune,
• the Baptist panomage. Attend
.1 were Miss Alice McGee
ace and Billy Whittle'.
dr. and Mrs. Williams will
at home here, where he
:eel with the Murrell Laaa

tan Hamlett with Mrs. Leanne GibANNIE ARMSTRONG
son as co-hostess. The president,
CIRCLE MEETS
The Annie Armstrnog Citele of Mrs. Hamlett, opened the meeting
the First Baptist Church met Mora:, with prayer and presided over the
day night at the home of Mrs. Clif- business session. Twenty regular
— • member sunswered the roll call with
' •cripture on Love. Mrs V. A. Rich... d
concluded the Bible study
M %1

STRAND

I

Mr. and Mrs. Brady w ill be at
1,,v111. to their friends at the H ornbeak apartments on Carr-st

Book You Order Now
•
Vol' DESERVE THE BESTWE HAVE THE BEST

0 I.4.TTIE MOON CIRCLE
The Lothe Moon Circle met Man
! day night at the hot,' of Mrs. Dai1 ald Perry. Twenty-two members
Mrs. Russell
I and three, guest(
Ammons, Miss Dorothy Lewis and
`ars, George. Winter, Jr. were pre- it The meeting was opened with
a prayer by Miss Anna Lee Cod.
ran. Miss Mary Moss Hales pie
sided over the business session.
Tha secretary's ritport Was given
Russell Rudd. A book,
I \ Mrs
Flints of the Years" was given
I.y Mrs. Malcolm Smith.
During the social hour refreshiaents were i njoyed.
'

Can

You Real This
Record?

Mr.

C.

Jackson

has

1,000

Swift's Baby Chicks. 500 four
weeks old and 500 1,

weeks

old. Ile has lost only 7 and 2
of those mere killed bs accident.
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alelIARTII1 'tilt aU'I
SERIAL
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Atk.r./

SUNDAY - MONDA

-T

ESDAY

isiARIOUSI STAR-GLORIOUSI
ft's Hie new top-hil musical ,
Lit.makor Darryl F. Zonvcki

r

1

PARKYAK ASKO!
ALLAN lglig • 00550N
JOINS
JOAN W00010111

slut)
,

:1
FAYE'M AR11N
SALLY,IRENE
4040(MARY
A 2(11A C.1.-ly Fos

not Si
they
age
been
ball t,
duced
Dr
coma ,
tear!.
fit
gue

--llll with

'JIMMY DURANTE
e

GREGORY RATOFF
JOAN DAVIS

LOCALS
--MARJORIE WEAVER
1
.
Mr., J. T. Smith and Mrs. W. II.
LOUISE NOVICK
,1)4
. ,-aailt if Centralia, III.. are visiting
3
BARNETT PARKER
I Mrs. T. E. Norris on Park-ay,
s
8
la :e
I. EDWARD BROMBERG
Malcolm Ilendley, student at the
SONOSI
sea,
Y..iiderbilt
unit ersity, Nashvilla.
/ Bullock Spina s
s
-pent the week end here.
neweir
Mr. and airs. J. T. Smith of PaA r•It/..r
twi
tunics!
ducah, will return to Fulton to
.Royoiond Scoit's
make their home, after the first of
Wield
next month.
I
Mrs. Eddie Fritz of Cape GirardAnn
eau, Mo.. formerly Ruth
Owens of near Fulton, is visiting
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
0
HATCHERY
Rev. and Mrs. E. D. Fritts of Selma.
Alabama. She will also visit in
.1011N BOLES — GLADYS SW ART1101.7
Tupelo. Miss., for a few days.
in
Arch Gore has returned to Birmrr.s,mbers Gt art'- Vaidati and Mrs. ingham, Ala . vt here he Li employhigh ed, after sp,
f I,
Speight %serf ,..:•
tiding a few days hos
• • r.• prip%sere
1;4 ;14.S1 • I • ;
1.
is family.
C Oh
rved bj• Tile
Dr. Itite!;,,, of Hazard, Ky.. spew
JOH
IS
13.11011aNleiRE
\Atli, hi, son. Wiibur Rite!,:e
Id-N(11E0N C1.111
patient in the Fulton
M , Sir:,
.?••
pd al.
COMING SOON.'
, 0, • e, • C ,11 ,
A
Mr: A. It Dunning and son. Jack.
ra
1" : 14 the
C. Lin,' \
f: Wedne-day morning for Pa- I
tald.5 t
n.i
ti., Cot- direah. aft, r visiting her mother. I
`,.e Shop
Pridae
en• ,je,1 in Mrs. Stella Ellis.
taISMIL7t
• ,e after
at Mr, Mt
Miss Mary Homra, student in
,..ime it, West Stan 1.ini• 7t,
.•- L. Murray College. spent last week!
0. Bradford was winner of high
end with Mr. and Mn. K. Homra.
,e0re and wits g;ver. a dauble
Homra of WickMiss Gladys
deck of card,
.
hffe was here for the week end. I
WELL, WELL IT'S PICKLE AGAIN WITH
Mrs. Voris Pickard of Lynnville..
TUESDAY CLUB
THOSE BARGAINS
Monday
Ky. spent Sunday and
Mr. and Mrs Vester Freeman en- with her
mother. Mrs. Luther
IRISH POTATOES, that good Idaho Baker. 10 lbs.
16I ,c
tertained their v,-eekly
,'tub Slaughter.
CABBAGE, nice, fresh. tireen. I lbs.
Ile
Tuesday night. Three tablcs of
Mesdames P. M. Cox. Lon Pickle
CARROTS, nice small carrots, big hunches, 2 for
members were present Win-ers of and Sam Jones attended a county
high score prizes wi re Mrs George P. T. A. meeting in Union City
CELERY - LETT(Th'. strictly nice, 2 for
I3c
Hester and Dr. Seldon Cohn. Straw- Thursday.
RADISHES,
GREEN
ONIONS,
nice,
fresh,
3
bunches
berry shortcake and coffee were
10c
Mr. and Mrs. Tonv Felman of
tatAitit, borne grown. strictly nioe, pound
served by the bosh. -ss
ft, ar
Mem ph tsp, it several days last
GILIPaaill'IT. Pink Meat or Seedless. ;Os, I for
Mr. and Mrs. I. M.
week is iii
°RANGES. 100s doz. 21e: 200s. dos.
CIRCLE MEETING
Jones
01- FEE, pure whole grain, ground while you wail. *2
Circle Six if the fla1t,s1
2Ic
Wilson Hall of Jackson spent the
arj• Union na,t Tut cly
week end v.•:th his mother. Mrs. H
WhOht
Wet:,
Grain.
I
alley,
3
lbs.
1.k
at the home of N11Hill in M. Hall on Oak-st.
ONION SETS, real yellow or uhite. gallon
Mr. iatiri Mrs. George Moore anti
. 10e
n''' 1 'PenTrn
ed with prayt r hy Mr.
t• orge Mr. and Mrs Boyce Dumas and
CRISCO, 3 pound can for
55e
Winn r
Ilall s•I ,,•1•,,at pre- famil y v1.-11.,1
SOAP. Rig Ref:, 7 bars for
Cl,llage Grove.
29e
sided over the meeting. A n-dssion
GRAPE .111.1(4:. top most brand. pints Ific: quarts
32e
-f tidy book. 'Trait- , I 1! o Year"!
APPLE 31
I
delicious drin%, quart tor
13e
v..as given by Mrs. R. B. Alen, Re- I
!"''
ri.nt. for
members and one visitor, Mrs. Earl!
VIENNA SAUSAiii., caas for
154.
Taylor. who is president of the Bap
WHEATIES. '2 boxes for
lie
tist W. M. U.
SNOFLUEE HOMINY ELAKES. 2 hoses for
17c
EREsll TOMATOES, really nice, 2 lbs.
13c
BIRTHDAY PARTY
F RIDA V and SATURDAY
Sat!
Mn,- I. M
GREEN BE.1.VS, fancy. lender. 3 lbs.
25c
TIM aleCOII
afternofin v.- Ith
theatri
in
sm-sAm:. pare park, made the country way. 2 lbs.
—in—
33c
party in hnnor
PORK ROAST S11111.1.911R ('CT. nice, lean. lb.
,,f her
t..
.1r. Af- "THE RIDING GENT"
23e
PORK CHOPS. small. lean, lb.
—and—
!te cream
BELE ROAST, Suitt Premium,
,
at the_
181 ,c
NEIL HAMILTON
J.-vs
on Central-ay. Those
--in—
BACON END,fine for boiling, pound
I6c
it were NIargari,t Gatilner of
Hollywood Stadium
NV.,ter ‘'alley. Charlene Sanford. "The
ciwEsE, swift's Long Horn, lb.
I8c
Mystery
Ann Car, iv:
ight, 11.ily Mott
17c
PHILADELPHIA CREAN1 CHEESE. 2 for
,Tones. Billy Copeland. Mrs C. I/
16-Ounces Still Make One Pound at Pickle's
SUN. - MON. - TlFS
z•mcl Mrs, J 13 Killelacva

•-• )

Vote

FRED ALLEN

h..aa

V,a ,0
waada
door 1
the car
vote I
Sound
a 11,1
y, ;
car '
has a

SWIFT'S

"ROMANCE IN THE DARK",

HORSE ';ALE!
SHELTON STOCKYARDS
—

'I

"THE GOLDWYN FOLLIES"

MAYFIELD.KY.

SATURDAY, MARCH 16TH
beginning at I P. M. Sharp. Rain or Shine

50 - HEAD OF HORSES - 50
Consisting of Some Extra Good Mares, Yearlings and Fillies. A Fine,Clean Bunch,
3 and 1 Years Old
THESE ARE A GOOD, CLEAN BUNCH OF YOUNG stAREs
AND WILL BE SOLD REGARDLESS OF COST
Every Horse Guaranteed to Be as Represented

HARRY C. KEARNEY,

Owner

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION SEA: OR CALL SHELTON'S
sToCKIARDS, TELEPHONE 9109. MAYFIELD. K1".

1 Spring Fever!
YOUR (AR HAS 11 100!
Bring

it

to

us and let us Wash and Polish it.

IHEN—Gife it a

thorough lubrication

which

will put it in perfect running condition for the
big driving season ahead.

0,111 Wash Jobs Guaranteed 18 Hours

TORPEDO GASOLINE-WELCH VOTOR OILS

ILLINOIS OIL CO.

On
5111.
of i•

CLUB WITH MRS. ASKEW
Mrs. Lynn Askew was hostess
to her bridge club Thursday night
at her home on Maple-ave. Contract
was enjoyed at two tables. Prizes
were awarded to Mrs. Robert Bard
and Mrs. Lucian Strow. Refreshments were served to members and
two guests. Mrs. M. L. Parker and
Mrs. Straw.

GARY COOPER
GEORGE RAFT
—in--

PRICES GOOD FRIDAY and SATI'RDAY

"SOULS AT SEA"

HUNGRY ?—C.-11,1,

WEDNESDAY - SATURDAY
MIRIAM HOPKINS
RAY MILLAND

f:. •

••••••••
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Char,

Char
Bonnie
Boyd.
buried
noon.
ducted
Church
Friday

SON C

Hart,.

Mirs. F

PICKLE'S GROCERY
Free Delivery —

"WISE GIRL"

to .

.1 ny

H'hert -

Any Time
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lie ear
fratern
log the
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